Introduction
LiDAR mobile mapping systems were developed in the early 2000s ( [3] , [1] ). Since then, these systems also called Mobile Laser Scanning (MLS) have improved in regards to robustness. They are now marketed by various companies (such as Riegl and Optech) and are increasingly used by surveyor companies. MLS, unlike fixed LiDAR significantly improves productivity and makes it possible to digitize entire cities in 3D. One example is the dataset TorontoCity [10] with LiDAR data on the entire city of Toronto (with high-precision maps as ground truth but without ground truth regarding point wise classification).
Key aspect of MLS technology is the ability to process large volumes of product data, including segmentation and classification steps. Segmentation is the ability to group points into homogeneous regions. Classification is the ability to give a semantic class to a group of points or to each point (e.g., car, bench and tree).
The two main fields of LiDAR application that require 3D data semantics are infrastructure's management by cities and the creation of precise maps for autonomous vehicles. Cities are increasingly using MLS scans to inventory their street furniture and to update their Geographic Information Systems (GIS). MLS's production capacity allows cities to update their GISs at higher frequencies and with greater accuracies (measurement standardizations) than other systems.
Another major application of 3D outdoor scene classification is the ability to create maps for the navigation of autonomous vehicles. Segmented and classified point clouds can be used to locate vehicles ( [5] ) and to provide critical information regarding urban scenes (e.g., traffic lights, poles and traffic signs) to assit such vehicles with real-time navigation. Currently, work is underway on the ability of the infrastucture to send up-to-date point clouds to vehicles ( [2] ).
The Paris-Lille-3D dataset can further research on this topic and allow deep learning methods to be developed that involve large volumes of data.
Dataset
The Paris-Lille-3D dataset were acquired with the MLS prototype of the center for robotics of MINES ParisTech. The system is a van equipped with a precise localisation system (GPS Novatel FlexPak 6 + IMU Ixsea LANDINS) and a Velodyne HDL-32e LiDAR mounted at the rear of the truck. We have taken care to keep the origin of the Lidar for each measured point and its timestamp. The dataset comprises three point clouds files: Lille1.ply, Lille2.ply, Paris.ply. Each serve as a training base for tests on the two others. There are more than 140 million manually classified points and 50 classes. Indeed, the separation of classes was furthered to note vehicles parked, stopped on the road, and in motion. Figure 1 shows the different classes that were used in the data. The added difficulty is that some classes contain very few examples which makes the task of learning very challenging. The article [6] can be referred to for details on the different files and annotations that were used. For the dataset, great care was taken to ensure quality segmentations and classifications were used. Most other urban datasets (such as [8] and [9] ) used semi-automatic methods to create ground truth, and this led to inaccuracies in regards to semantization that could block learning, especially for deep methods. Figure 2 shows part of one of the point clouds in the dataset. It is raw data that was obtained using the mobile mapping system. The colors correspond to the intensity of the LiDAR return signal. Figure 3 shows a point cloud with labels corresponding to a manual segmentation of this same part of the point cloud. The numerous objects present in the urban scene are shown. Finally, Figure 4 shows the same point cloud with manual classification that can be used as ground truth.
The dataset closest to the Paris-Lille-3D dataset is the Semantic3D dataset [4] . It was formed using a set of acquisitions of fixed scanners and was also hand labeled. A benchmark with test data is available online 2 . However, the number of classes available in the dataset is relatively limited as it has only eight classes, unlike the Paris-Lille-3D dataset. Moreover, the data from the Semantic3D dataset 2 http://www.semantic3d.net/ is quite different than the data that can be gathered using mobile mapping systems. MLS systems are better suited to digitizing large areas, such as cities, from a terrestrial point of view, and thus, they should be popularized. More details about shortcomings of other existing benchmarks are presented in [6] .
We propose two evaluation metrics : one for the object detection task and one for the point wise classification. To evaluate detection of objects, we use the same metric as used in iQmulus/TerraMobilita contest [9] . For the point wise classification, we take classical precision, recall, F1 score and IoU to evaluate performance [6] .
The quality of the manual classification and the quantity of data in the Paris-Lille-3D dataset will enable deepnetwork learning. The publication [7] presents a new deepnetwork trained on the Paris-Lille-3D dataset. In addition to detecting numerous objects present in an urban scene, the quality of a good classification method lies in its ability to demonstrate that what works in one part of a city works not only in another part of the same city but also in a different city. This is why two different cities were used in the dataset: Paris and Lille in France. A classification benchmark for the dataset will soon be released based on nonpublished data in Paris, Lille and other cities.
Conclusion
We have presented in this article the Paris-Lille-3D dataset and the interest of having this type of dataset for the scientific community to improve the techniques of automatic classification of urban scenes. Important characteristics of our benchmark are high quality of segmentation and classification (the annotation of each point was done completely manually), the wide variety of object classes and that the dataset is quite large, making it useful for deep learning techniques. 
